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The crystallization curves of 6 2 0 %  3He solutions in 4He have been measured at temperatures 
between 0.03 and 1.2 K. As well as the minima, maxima were found on these curves at T = 0.28 
K. The dependence of the limiting crystallization pressure at T = 0 on concentration due to the 
osmotic pressure of 3He in the liquid phase, was determined. The melting curves of weak mixtures 
were deduced from the crystallization curves. The emergence of the crystallization curves onto 
the triple line is discussed. T - x diagrams of state forp = const are plotted. 

Much work has been devoted to investigating the phase 
diagrams and properties of 3He-4He solutions (see review of 
Ref. 1) However, the region of small 3He concentrations and 
low temperatures remains insufficiently studied. The neces- 
sity of investigating the diagrams of state for weak solutions 
arose in connection with increasing interest in the properties 
of dilute 3He-4He solutions at ultralow temperatures. We 
have extended the study of weak solutions2 down to concen- 
trations at which stratification starts. 

In the present work we have studied the temperature 
dependence of the start of crystallization of 3He-4He mix- 
tures in the range 0.03-1.2 K for solutions containing up to 
20% 3He. Measurements were made of the crystallization 
curves for non-separated solutions and also of the triple line 
when liquid separated into two phases is crystallizing. 

Work in this region is complicated by the existence of 
minima in the melting and crystallization curves, so that the 
measurements were carried out in a Pomeranchuk cell. A . 
description of the apparatus, consisting of two separated vol- 
umes which could be varied with the help of two connected 
bellows, was given before.' 

A 3He-4He mixture of given concentration was con- 
densed into the working volume (V=: 12 cm3) through a fine 
capillary tube, and a pressure just below the minimum cry- 
stallization pressure was generated in it by a gasifier, after 
which the mixture was shut off from external connections by 
a valve. The volume of the capillaries (Vz0.05 cm3) was 
small compared with the cell volume. The mixture was made 
up in a separate bulb and was condensed in small portions, so 
that the concentration of the mixture remaining in the bulb 
was always constant. There was a carbon thermometer in the 
cell, calibrated by the susceptibility of cerium magnesium 
nitrate, and the temperature was measured by this. 

Heat exchange in the cell was achieved through a cop- 
per heat exchanger consisting of a 20 cm2 area copper plate, 
both sides of which had copper powder pressed in to a depth 
of 0.5 mm, the grain size being about 10pm and filling factor 
0.5. The effective heat exchange surface S,, ~ 0 . 2  m2. The 
heat-exchanger was placed between the bellows and the cell 
wall over the whole perimeter and was connected through a 
thermal switch to a dilution cryostat. The mixture was 
cooled with the help of the dilution cryostat, by which a 
temperature down to 25 mK could be obtained inside the 
Pomeranchuk cell. The pressure was measured by a capaci- 

tance gauge to high accuracy ( lop3  atm). The 0.5 mm thick 
cell walls (the cell was made of bronze) acted as one of the 
capacitor plates. A coaxial bronze conical cylinder served as 
the second plate, laid along the body and insulated from it by 
linings. The pressure-dependent capacitance together with 
an inductance formed the resonant circuit of an oscillator. 
The sensitivity of the gauge was 5 kHz/atm. 

The measurements were made in the following way. A 
mixture of fixed concentration was condensed at T z  1.2 K 
in the mixture cell and shut off at a certain pressure, while 
pure 4He from a high pressure cylinder was condensed in the 
other chamber. The mixture was then cooled with the dilu- 
tion cryostat, and by raising the pressure in the 4He chamber 
the mixture in the measuring cell was compressed at a fixed 
temperature, The pressure change in the mixture was con- 
tinuously recorded on a chart recorder. The pressure in the 
measuring cell grew together with the 4He pressure while 
there was only liquid in it. The stasrt of crystallization was 
marked by an abrupt halt to the pressure increase in the 
mixture while the 4He supply continued. 

The concentration of the crystal formed is in general 
different from the liquid phase concentration. For this rea- 
son the concentration of the liquid phase changes as the crys- 
tal grows and to obtain a definite result it is essential to fix 
the moment at which only an insignificant amount of solid 
phase is formed, i.e., to fix the actual start of crystallization. 

We grew about 0.2 cm3 of crystal, an amount which did 
not affect the concentration, was much more then the vol- 
ume of the capillaries, and showed that the growing crystal 
was in the chamber and not in the connections. 

The process of crystal formation and growth did not 
proceed indentically over the whole temperature range and 
depended on the region of the phase diagram where crystalli- 
zation was taking place. At temperatures above 0.4 K and 
below 0.1 K there was no difficulty in forming and melting a 
crystal. For sufficiently slow raising of the 4He pressure, the 
increase in the pressure in the mixture abruptly ended at the 
start of crystallization and crystal formation proceeded at 
constant pressure. For crystal formation to start in the re- 
gion of the maxima in the range 0.1 < T< 0.4 K, it was essen- 
tial to provide a liquid-mixture pressure in excess of the equi- 
librium crystallization pressure. The pressure in the mixture 
fell after the start of crystallization as the crystal grew, up to 
some value, and crystal growth poroceeded further at this 
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FIG. 1. Plot of the pressure in the cell on crystallization of a stratified 
mixture near the maximum; AB-compression of the liquid phase; B- 
start of crystallization; C-cessation of 4He supply to the auxiliary cell; 
CDE-slow crystal growth, the return of the pressure to the equilibrium 
value; E--equilibrium crystallization pressure; dashed line-plot of pres- 
sure on repeating the 4He supply to the auxiliary cell. 

constant pressure although the supply of 4He continued. The 
value of the excess pressure depended on temperature and 
concentration and increased on approaching the maximum 
with increasing concentration, reaching about 0.05 atm. 
Starting with a concentration of about 11% at T = 0.28 K, 
the nature of the crystallization in the region of the maxi- 
mum changed sharply. It was necessary to provide an excess 
pressure more than 0.5 atm to start crystal formation and 
further crystal growth proceeded very slowly. 

If the 4He supply was resumed, the pressure in the mix- 
ture grew in spite of the growth of the crystal. For constant 
4He pressure the crystal grew for about 2 h before the pres- 
sure took up its equilibrium value for the liquid-crystal sys- 
tem at the given temperature (Fig. 1). Such a crystallization 
characteristic covered the temperature interval from 0.28 to 
0.2 1 K for the 11 % mixture. The formation of a crystal in the 
same way for larger concentrations on the triple line oc- 
curred in the region of its maximum for a temperature 
between 0.2 and 0.36 K. It is possible that this is connected 
with the occurrence of stratification in the solutions and 

FIG. 2. Curves of the start of crystallization of 3He-4He mixtures. The 
numbers indicate the 3He content in %. 

with the complicated structure of the phase diagram in this 
r e g i ~ n . ~  In addition, a very slow (about two hours) establish- 
ment of concentration equilibrium was found by Fenner and 
Luszscynski4 in a stratified liquid in a cell of dimensions 2 
cm. 

Solidification curves for eleven different solution con- 
centrations, including pure 4He, are shown in Fig. 2. (The 
values of the crystallization pressures are given in Table I.) 
The reconciliation and calibration were against pure 4He 
(Ref. 5). Apart from the already known minima, there are 
maxima on the curves for all concentrations at about one and 
the same temperature T,,, = 0.28 K. The crystallization 
pressure at the maximum increases proportionately with 
concentration, reaching a maximum value z 2 6  atm at the 

TABLE I. Crystallization curves for 3He-4He mixtures. 
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FIG. 3. Limiting crystallization pressures of weak solutions for T = 0: 0)  
results of the present work, 0) results calculated according to the osmotic 
pre~sure ,~  dashed line-kinetic contribution, full line theoretical curves 
according to Ebner and Edwards.'' 

triple line. A parabolic form of curves (Ap a T 2 )  is observed 
for T-0. This is explained qualitatively by the fact that the 
solubility of 3He in the solid phase is vanishingly small at the 
lowest temperatures and the slope of the curves is deter- 
mined by the entropy of the liquid phase, which gives dp/ 
d T a  T and Ap a T 2.  The solubility of 3He in the solid phase 
increases with increasing temperature, the entropy of the 
solid becomes greater than that of the liquid and the crystal- 
lization curve takes on a negative, Pomeranchuk, slope pass- 
ing through a maximum. The parabolic behavior of the 
curves shows that for T-0 a solid phase with vanishingly 
small 3He concentration is formed. This agrees with the fact 
that as T-0 solid solutions separate into practically pure 
components, i.e., solid solutions do not exist at 0 K. 

The crystallization pressure at T = 0 is not equal to 25 
atm, as for pure 4He, but depends on the concentration of the 
mixture from which the crystals are formed. The depen- 
dence of the limiting pressure on mixture concentration at 
T = 0 is shown in Fig. 3. The pressure increases from 25 atm 
for pure ,He to 25.3 atm for a mixture containing about 
8.5% 3He. This is the limiting concentration for which 
stratification of the solution for the given pressure takes 
place for T = 0.6 The crystallization pressure for T = 0 re- 
mains constant further along the triple line in a stratified 
solution. The increase in the limiting pressure with increas- 
ing concentration of the solution7 is explained by the fact 
that in equilibrium the partial chemical potentials of ,He in 
the solid phase and in the solution must be equal: 

where us and vL are the volumes per particle in the solid and 
liquid phases. This condition leads to the following expres- 
sion for the crystallization pressure for T = 0: 

P*--po+Ap (x) =po+n ( x )  v, I(v,-v, ), 

where a(x) corresponds to the osmotic pressure of a degener- 
ate Fermi gas of concentration x. 

Using data on the heat of mixing, Seligmann et a/.' were 
able to calculate the osmotic pressure at zero temperature. 
The results obtained by Landau et al.6.9 in experiments to 
measure the osmotic pressure of 3He in dilute solutions agree 
well with these calculations. The open circles in Fig. 3 show 
the values of crystallization pressure for various concentra- 

tions at T = 0, calculated on the basis of the results obtained 
by Landau et al. for the osmotic pressure at a mixture pres- 
sure of 20 atm, which agrees well with the results obtained by 
US. 

The interaction of 3He atoms with one another has to be 
taken into account for the concentrations considered in this 
work when calculating the osmotic pressure. Apart from the 
"ideal" kinetic part 

where m* is the effective mass of 3He atoms, n, is the number 
density of ,He atoms, p, = fi(37?n,)1/3x1'3 is the Fermi mo- 
mentum for a solution of concentration x, there is another 
contribution to the osmotic pressure produced by the poten- 
tial energy due to the weak nonideality of the degenerate 
Fermi gas of impurity quasiparticles. 

The kinetic contribution to the change in limiting cry- 
stallization pressure Ap, a xSt3, is shown by the dashed line 
in Fig. 3. The potential contribution to the osmotic pressure, 
- .rr,(x), is calculated by using the effective interaction po- 

tential between the impurity particles. From data on spin 
diffusion of 3He in solution, which gives the form of the ef- 
fective potential, Bardeen et aI. lo determined its parameters 
and then by using this potential they calculated other prop- 
erties of degenerate solutions. Baym and Ebner" (see also 
the review 12), using more experimental data, also chose an 
effective potential which describes well the properties of de- 
generate solutions. The partial impurity pressure (the contri- 
bution to the crystallization pressure at T = 0) for vanish- 
ingly small concentrations (x< 1%) is given by Bashkin and 
Meierovich.' Values of the osmotic pressure 
a(x) = a, (x) - rp (x), calculated on taking account of the in- 
teraction of impurity 3He quasiparticles, give good agree- 
ment with our experimental results. 

Measurements of the triple line in the region of the max- 
imum and at lower temperatures are shown in Fig. 2. 

On lowering the temperature, liquid 3He-4He mixtures 
separate into two immiscible liquids with different 3He con- 
centrations. The stratification temperature depends on the 
concentration of the mixture and on pressure. The stratifica- 
tion curves for different pressures were measured by Zino- 
v'eva.13 However, there exists a limiting 3He concentration, 
below which the mixture does not stratify even at T = 0 K. 
The pressure dependence of the limiting 3He concentration 
for T = 0 K has been measured by Landau et alS6 and by 
Watson et a1. l4  

On crystallization of a stratified mixture, three phases 
exist simultaneously and their concentrations are indepen- 
dent of the initial concentration of the mixture but depend 
only on temperature. The crystallization curves of stratified 
solutions therefore coincide with and form the triple line. As 
can be seen from the graphs of Fig. 2, the crystallization 
curves of mixtures go over to the triple line at the tempera- 
ture where the mixture of the given concentration stratifies. 
As the concentration is reduced, stratification and going 
over to the triple line occur at a lower temperature, and cor- 
respondingly the sections where the crystallization curves 
coincide decrease. For mixtures with 3He concentrations 
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7.67% and less, the forms of crystallization curves differ 
from one another even for the lowest temperature and do not 
coincide on extrapolation of the ends to T = 0. It follows 
from this that passage to the triple line for T = 0 andp =: 25 
atm occurs with mixtures having 3He concentration more 
than 8%, which agrees with the results of Landau et and 
of Watson et aI.,14 but disagrees with those obtained by van 
den Brandt et aI.I5 

At T = 0 the triple line has a pressure of 25.3 atm, 
which increases with increasing temperature and reaches a 
maximum pressure of 26 atm at T = 0.28 K. 

According to earlier ~ o r k , ~ . ' ~  there is a quadruple point 
at the vertex of the triple line, where four triple lines meet, 
and at a temperature below T,,, = 0.28 K the solution crys- 
tallizes in the hexagonal close packed (hcp) phase, while 
above 0.28 it crystallizes in the body centered cubic (bcc) 
phase. As is known," pure 4He crystallizes in the bcc phase 
in the temperature interval 1.45-1.77 K, while below 1.45 K 
it crystallizes in the hcp phase. The bcc phase rapidly ex- 
pands with increasing concentration of the m i x t ~ r e . ' ~ , ' ~  By 
taking this into account and starting from the present mea- 
surements of the crystallization curves, the approximate be- 
havior of the hcp-bcc-liquid triple line in thep-Tplane can be 
plotted (Fig. 4). This triple line goes to the quadruple point 
Q, under the bcc-L,-L, triple line, unlike what was consid- 
ered earlier3.I6 (L, is the 4He saturated liquid phase, L, is the 
3He saturated liquid phase). This fact is considered in more 
detail when plotting the T - x phase diagram forp = const. 

On crystallization of a solution, the 3He concentration 
in the solid phase differs from the concentration in the liquid 
and it changes continuously as the crystal grows. This makes 
the preparation of uniform solid mixtures and the direct de- 
termination of melting curves extremely difficult. However, 
melting curves can be established from crystallization 
curves. This can be done with the help of the Clausius-Cla- 
peyron equation for the melting curve 

dpmelL xL (sSL-ssS) + ( I -xL)  (sIL-sLS) - 
dT xL ( U ~ ~ - U , ~ )  + (1-xL) (vlL-uls)  

In the temperature region where the interaction of impurity 
atoms with each other can be neglected, a simpler equation 

FIG. 4. Projections of three-phase lines near the quadruple point Q, onto 
the p-T plane. Points-results of the present work, full line-results of 
V~edenskii.~ bcc,, bcc, are the bcc phases corresponding to smaller and 
larger 3He concentrations; dashed-dot-line of critical points of the bcc,- 
bcc, stratification surface. 

FIG. 5. Melting curves constructed from the crystallization curves. The 
numbers indicate the 3He content in %. 

can be used to establish the melting curve. This is possible for 
T >  T, for liquid mixtures (T, is the Fermi temperature for a 
mixture of the given concentration); the interaction can be 
neglected over the whole temperature range studied for solid 
mixtures. We then haveZ0 for the shift in the crystallization 
curve relative to that for pure 4He 

The concentrationx, of the solid phase in a equilibrium with 
the liquid phase of a given concentration can easily be deter- 
mined from this. Melting curves established in this way are 
shown in Fig. 5. It can be seen that there are minima in the 
melting curves, and as the temperature is lowered the pres- 
sure at which solid mixtures start to melt increases sharply. 
This agrees with the fact that at temperatures below about 
0.2 K solid solutions in the equilibrium state separate into 
almost the pure  component^.^^ 

It follows from the above equation that at the points of 
intersection of the crystallization curves of the mixture with 
the curve for pure 4He, Ap = 0 and consequently the concen- 
trations in the solid and liquid phases are the same. The 
crossing points thus form the azeotropic line. Since this 
equation is approximate and does not take further terms in 
the expansion into account, the projection of the azeotropic 
line does not, in general, coincide with the crystallization 
curve of pure 4He. 

From the crystallization and melting curves of mixtures 
obtained by us, diagrams of state of 3He-4He mixtures can be 
plotted for different pressures in the region of low tempera- 
tures and small concentrations, where measurements have 
not been carried out before and there were no data to plot the 
diagrams in this region. The diagrams plotted are shown in 
Fig. 6. 

As can be seen from the diagrams, a dilute phase exists, 
not crystallizing at T = 0, in the pressure range from the 
crystallization pressure of pure 4He,p = 25 atm, to the limit- 
ing crystallization pressure on the triple line, p-25.3 atm. 
This phenomenon was predicted by Castaing et al.' and is 
connected with the concentration dependence of the limiting 
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FIG. 6. Phase diagrams of 3He-4He mixtures for different pressures: a) 
p = 24.5atm; b)p = 25.1 atm;c)p = 25.3 atm; d )p  = 25.6atm; e)p  = 25.7 
atm. 0)  results of the present work, A) Zinov'eva,13 0 VvedenskK3 0) Le 
Pair et a1.'*, 0) Tedrow and Lee,16 V)  Vignos and Fairbank." For designa- 
tions of the triple lines in Figs a to c, e, see Fig. d. 

crystallization pressure of the dilute phase (see Fig. 3). 
As the temperature is lowered, on approaching the 

maximum in the temperature region 0.35-0.4 K, the projec- 
tions of the crystallization curves on thep-T plane cross (see 
Fig. 2). At a temperature above the crossing region for con- 
stant pressure, the boundary of the region of existence of the 
dilute phase has a maximum on the high temperature side of 
the diagrams in the T - x plane, at the peak of which the 
hcp-bcc-L triple line occurs (Fig. 6b). This triple line will be 
situated below the maximum at higher pressures, on the side 
of smaller concentrations (Figs. 6c,d). 

At temperatures below the crossing region, liquid with 
a larger concentration crystallizes at higher pressure; the 
maximum pressure is then reached on the triple line (Fig. 6e). 
The maximum on the high temperature side on the T - x 
diagrams therefore disappears. With decreasing tempera- 
ture, the curve limiting the dilute phase region, starting from 
the triple line, first has positive slope which then changes to 
negative slope at the point T = 0.28 K, corresponding to the 
maximum on the crystallization curves (see Fig. 2). 

It follows from the fact that the crystallization curves 
cross in thep-Tplane in the temperature interval 0.35-0.4 K 
and p ~ 2 5 . 3  atm, that the crystallization curves at lower 

temperatures are situated under the triple line (see Fig. 2). If 
it is assumed, in agreement with earlier ~ o r k , ~ , ' ~  that the 
quadrupole point Q, is at the maximum of the bcc-L,-L, 
triple line, then it follows from these two statements that the 
projection of the hcp-bcc-L triple line in the p-T plane at 
point C crosses the bcc-L,-L, line and approaches Q, from 
underneath it (see Fig. 4). However, they do not cross inp-T- 
x space. In T-x diagrams corresponding to higher pressures, 
the hcp-L,-bcc line is lower in temperature than the bcc-L,- 
L, line (Fig. 6c-e). 

When the bcc phase occurs on triple lines on different 
sides of the maximum of the curve limiting the dilute L ,  
phase (Figs. 6c,d), an azeotropic point will occur at the maxi- 
mum at which the concentrations of the bcc phase and the 
dilute liquid phase are the same. According to Vvedenskii's 
 result^,^ the 3He concentration in the bcc phase at the L,-  
bcc-L, triple line above T = 0.37 K is equal to 50% (Figs. 
6a-c). The concentration of the bcc phase decreases with 
increasing pressure (Fig. 6d) and becomes equal to the L ,  
concentration at the L,-bcc-L, triple line at the point where 
the maximum of the L ,  region disappears. On raising the 
pressure further, the concentration of the bcc phase becomes 
less than the concentration of the L ,  phase (Fig. 6e), and at a 
pressure above the pressure of the quadrupole point Q, 
(p = 26 atm), the dilute L ,  phase region disappears. 

The study of the crystallization properties of weak 3He- 
4He solutions, carried out in the present work, have revealed 
the existence of maxima on the crystallization curves at 
T = 0.28 K for 3He concentrations up to 17%. At higher 
concentrations the curves emerge onto the triple line with- 
out reaching a maximum. The parabolic form of the curves, 
Ap cr T 2  for T-0, determined by the entropy s, K T of only 
the liquid phase, indicates the practically complete absence 
of 3He impurity atoms in the crystals. The present measure- 
ments of the concentration dependence of the limiting cry- 
stallization pressure for T = 0, due to the osmotic pressure 
of the degenerate nonideal Fermi gas of 3He atoms in the 
solution, agrees well with theoretical results. A 3He-4He so- 
lution with a limiting concentration of about 8% can exist at 
T = 0 without crystallizing up to a pressure of 25.3 atm. 
Solutions with smaller 3He concentration do not stratify at 
any temperature. Stratification and reaching the triple line 
on crystallization at T = 0 and at higher temperature occurs 
for solutions with 3He concentrations above 8%. Melting 
curves were deduced on the basis of the results obtained and 
T - x diagrams at constant pressure were plotted. 

In conclusion I express my sincere thanks to Yu. D. 
Anufriev for his help in the discussion of the results, to Aca- 
demician P. L. Kapitza for enabling the work to be carried 
out and to V. N. Krutikhin for calibration of the thermom- 
eter. 
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